Top Five Ways Healthcare
Organizations Benefit From Box
1) Keep Your Heath Information Secure

Box is a secure platform that facilitates the health sector’s compliance with HIPAA and

HITECH for protected personal health information (PHI). FTP and other legacy systems

hamstring your ability to access data, especially when you’re mobile. Consumer-grade apps
don’t protect confidential information. With Box, get a simple, powerful way to keep data at

“

We needed a tool
that would allow us to
centralize all our content
and provide our doctors
and executives quick,
secure access to information
on any device. Box gives
us the ability - improving
visibility and collaboration
around critical content
like patient health records,
clinical images, and
hospital protocols.

Albert Fadool

your fingertips, but with the control and security that your healthcare organization requires.
•

the Omnibus Final Rule in January of 2013. Box also signs HIPAA Business Associate
•

•

Agreements (BAAs) with customers.

Confidential cloud access. Eliminate the limitations and poor security of email, as
well as FTP and SharePoint. Instead, use Box and always have up-to-the-moment
information, delivered securely to any device with a 99.9% uptime guarantee.
Monitor and control access. Detailed monitoring, search and reporting lets

administrators and IT directors see who’s storing and sharing data. Powerful permission
controls help set who has access to files to prevent breaches. With a preview-only

”

Chief Information Officer
Garden City Hospital

Supports HIPAA and HITECH compliance. Box supports HIPAA and HITECH

compliance following the Department of Health and Human Services’ publication of

option, Box allows users to publish content while protecting it from being downloaded.
Single sign-on (SSO), active directory, and group management increase control.

2) Collaborate Across Providers, Payers, and Patients

In our complex healthcare system, there are many parties that need to communicate
and exchange documents while caring for patients or paying for care. Box facilitates
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collaboration and productivity by providing “anywhere access” to health information
and eliminating the need for costly paper workflows.
•

•

Mobile access to critical information. Centralize your content and provide

doctors and executivies with quick, secure access to information on any device.
Securely access files in an exam room, and office, or even at home.

Share files within or beyond your enterprise. Unlike legacy applications, Box

makes it easy to share and access information inside your organization or outside
your firewall with parties that you are doing business with.
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3) Better Coordinate Care

Coordinating care between groups of doctors and care teams inside the hospital and in

the ambulatory setting is often difficult and manual. Box streamlines sharing and makes
collaborating easy. Also, Box has integrated with hundreds of mobile app partners
which allows clinicians to be more efficient during their workday.
•

Collaborate around a patient’s diagnosis or medical consult. Use Box to better
coordinate patient care as your patients move through the healthcare system. By
moving care coordination into the cloud, you can more effectively manage your

•

“

With Box, I can
update protocols on the
fly, from my cell phone,
and suddenly the whole
institution is up-to-date.
It’s unbelievable how much
time that saves.

workflow and information all in one place, so everyone involved can see the status.
Communicate in real time. Box’s healthcare ecosystem partners are helping drive
productivity gains. With secure clinical messaging app integrations, attachments

that are sent via secure SMS such as patient images, videos, and documents can
•

be archived and searched for within Box.

Improve visibility and collaboration on patient health records. Create secure

folders to share information with your patients. You can use Box to deliver files as

part of your own branded patient portal environment or have files downloaded from

a personal health record (PHR) into Box so patients can combine their records from

”

multiple care settings.

James O’Neill

Assistant Professor of
Emergency Medicine
Wake Forest University School
of Medicine

4) Improve Access to Clinical Protocols and CME

Box gives doctors, residents, and nurses the ability to access information at the point of

care or in a teaching setting. Protocols and checklists can now be published in the cloud,
where they’re easy to update and access at any moment, including remotely.
•
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•

•

Securely access hospital protocols and best practices from any device. About to

do a new procedure? Just pull out your tablet, open up Box and search for the article or
protocol you want to review.

Find, don’t search. Powerful search and tagging make it easier to find the information
in Box. You can also see the context of who touched a file most recently, where it sits
and what it contains, quickly surfacing what’s important.

“Anywhere, Anytime” learning for CME. Make continuing medical education (CME)
more efficient, collaborative, and rewarding. Access learning materials - videos,
publications, and case discussions - using tablets, mobile phones, or laptops.

5) Address Basic File Sharing and Interoperability Challenges
•

Eliminate the need for paper hand offs, faxing or CDs. Upload patient

summaries, lab reports, or images in real time and securely share it with care

teams or physicians you are working with or referring out to. Because it’s a cloudbased solution, Box’s storage capacities are essentially infinite. Reduce time and
•

costs associated with manual printing, copying, scanning, and faxing.

Start performing simple health information exchange. Use the secure Box cloud
environment to solve some of your basic health information exchange (HIE) and

interoperability challenges. Export files from your EHR or provide a secure cloudbased folder where a patients medical record or clinical summary can be saved
and shared at their direction.

See more ways to save and share sensitive information at http://www.box.com/healthcare/.
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